
IN THE STATE COURT OF DEKALB COUNTY 
STATE OF GEORGIA 

PATRICK C. DESMOND AND MARY 
C. DESMOND, INDIVIDUALLY, AND 
MARY C. DESMOND, AS 
ADMINISTRATRIX OF THE ESTATE 
OF PATRICK W. DESMOND, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

NARCONON OF GEORGIA, INC. 
DELGADO DEVELOPMENT, INC., 
LISA CAROLINA ROBBINS, M.D. 
THE ROBBINS GROUP, INC., 
NARCONON INTERNATIONAL, 

Defendants. 

PLAINTIFFS' FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
TO ADD ALLEGATIONS AND CLAIMS 

Plaintiffs Patrick C. Desmond and Mary C. Desmond, individually, and Mary C. 

Desmond, as Administratrix of the Estate of Patrick W. Desmond, file this First Amended 

Complaint. The Plaintiffs add counts of Civil RICO by Fraudulent Statements to a 

Government Agency, Mail Fraud, and Theft by Deception. 

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference each allegation, count, claim, request 

for damages, and all supporting evidence set out in their Original Complaint, filed with 

this Court on May 19, 2011. 

PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE 

1. 

Patrick W. Desmond ("Patrick" or "Patrick Desmond"), deceased, was the natural 

son of Patrick C. Desmond and Mary C. Desmond. Patrick W. Desmond was a resident 

of Brevard County, Florida at the time of his death. Patrick C. Desmond and Mary C. 

Desmond are residents of Brevard County, Florida. 
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2. 

Patrick W. Desmond died intestate. The Circuit Court for the Eighteenth Judicial 

Circuit in and for Brevard County, Florida issued Letters of Administration duly 

appointing Mary C. Desmond as Administratrix of the Estate of Patrick W. Desmond on 

July 9, 2009. 

3. 

Narconon of Georgia, Inc. ("NNG") is a business incorporated under the laws of 

the State of Georgia. NNG is in the business of providing drug and alcohol rehabilitation 

services to paying patients. NNG operates various portions of its program in Gwinnett, 

DeKalb and Fulton counties. Service may be perfected on NNG by delivering a 

summons and a copy of this Complaint to its registered agent: Mathew C. Hines, 150 

Bankhead Highway, Carrollton, Carroll County, Georgia 30117. 

4. 

Narconon International ("NNI") is a California corporation which is the parent / 

licensor of NNG. At all relevant times, NNI was doing business in the state of Georgia 

by and through its subsidiary / licensee. Service may be perfected on NNI by delivering 

a summons and a copy of this Complaint to its registered agent: Sherman D. Lenske, 

6400 Canoga Ave. Ste 315, Woodland, CA 91367. 

5. 

Delgado Development, Inc. ("Delgado") is a dissolved corporation that was 

incorporated under the laws of the State of Georgia at the time of its dissolution. 

Delgado was involved in various business dealings, including leasing property in the 

State of Georgia. Delgado may be properly served pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 14-4-161(b) 

by delivering a summons and a copy of this Complaint to its registered agent at the time 

of dissolution: Maria Delgado, 2810 Valley Brook Drive, Marietta, Cobb County, 

Georgia 30008. 

6. 

Lisa Carolina Robbins, M.D. ("Dr. Robbins") is a physician licensed in the State 

of Georgia. She is a resident of DeKalb County, Georgia and may be properly served at 
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her current place of residence: 350 Glen Cove Drive, Avondale Estates, DeKalb County, 

Georgia 30002. 

7. 

The Robbins Group, Inc. ("Robbins Group") is a business incorporated under the 

laws of the State of Georgia. Robbins Group is a medical practice group. Robbins Group 

may be properly served by delivering a summons and a copy of this complaint to its 

registered agent: Dawn Warner, 1324 Rockbridge Road, Stone Mountain, Gwinnett 

County, Georgia 30087. 

8. 

Jurisdiction is proper because all Defendants are residents of Georgia or subject to 

the exercise of long-arm jurisdiction. Venue is proper pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 9-10-93 

and pursuant to the Georgia RICO (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations) 

Act, §16-14-1, Ga. Code Ann., because a number of the requisite acts outlined below 

occurred in Dekalb County, Georgia. 

NARCONON PROGRAMS 

9. 

Narconon of Georgia ("NNG") operates an outpatient drug treatment facility 

located in Gwinnett County, Georgia. Part of the treatment program, the Sauna 

Detoxification component was, at all relevant times, located in Dekalb County, Georgia. 

10. 

NNG is a subsidiary, licensee and/or alter ego of NNI which owns, licenses, 

operates and/or otherwise directs drug rehabilitation facilities throughout the United 

States and around the world. NNI is a subsidiary of the Association of Better Living and 

Education ("ABLE"), an umbrella group that oversees the drug rehabilitation, education, 

and criminal justice activities of the Church of Scientology. 

11. 

Both NNG and NNI (collectively Narconon) rely exclusively on the written 

"technology" (writings) of L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of the Church of Scientology, to 

address the drug and alcohol rehabilitation needs of students enrolled in Narconon 

programs, even though Hubbard had no training or education in drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation. 
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12. 

Subsidiary programs like NNG are forbidden from deviating from the precise 

texts of the Hubbard technology in order to avoid improper and unsanctioned "verbal 

tech." In other words, L. Ron Hubbard forbade intelligent debate about the Scientology 

doctrine and required all studying the doctrine to do so directly from his writings. Any 

discussion outside his writings is considered unsanctioned "verbal tech." 

13. 

In order to use the "technology," NNG must pay NNI a license fee and agree to 

use the "technology" in a manner that is heavily regulated by NNI. 

14. 

Part of the technology heavily regulated by NNI includes the course materials and 

purification component used by NNG to "rehabilitate" students. Neither the materials 

nor the purification component are designed to advance alcohol and drug rehabilitation. 

Instead, the materials are comprised of eight different levels that are virtually identical to 

the course materials studied by Scientologists and "The Sauna Program" is an intensive 

"purification ritual" virtually identical to a required component of Scientology training. 

15. 

Another significant portion of the program is devoted to requiring students to 

undergo various "training routines" or TR's that focus on conditioning students to either 

give or receive orders. The courses are "self taught" by the students and overseen by 

counselors who have little or no training other than training offered by Narconon, or the 

Church of Scientology, in administering the courses themselves. 

16. 

Narconon students receive no counseling or education in drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation per se and the therapeutic discussion of drugs and their effects among 

students and staff is actually discouraged. Instead, Narconon's proponents believe that 

strict adherence to the "technology" will address the rehabilitation needs of its students. 

NNI routinely audited NNG to insure that this "technology" was being zealously 

followed. 
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17. 

Not only was the NNG staff lacking in training and education in drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation, but the staff was almost exclusively composed of former students of the 

program. Students, trained only in the principles of Scientology, would routinely 

graduate from the program and immediately become paid staff members. 

18. 

Through its routine audits, NNI enforced strict compliance with the L. Ron 

Hubbard "technology." The NNG program was therefore operated under strict rules 

related to discipline, structure, hierarchy, and training of the Church of Scientology and 

several employees of NNG were disciplined by the Church for failing to properly 

perform their duties at NNG pursuant to the Hubbard "technology." 

19. 

NNI and NNG fraudulently misrepresented the Narconon Program as one where 

students suffering from alcohol and drug addiction would be provided with substantive 

education in drug and alcohol abuse. Instead of providing drug rehabilitation, NNI and 

NNG have and continue to conceal the Narconon Program's true relationship with the 

Church of Scientology by teaching a "technology" virtually identical to fundamental 

tenets and practice of the Church of Scientology. 

L I C E N S E REQUIREMENTS 

20. 

Al l drug and alcohol rehab centers in Georgia are required to be licensed by the 

state of Georgia through the Department of Human Resources, Office of Regulatory 

Services, Health Care Section ("DHR"). There are various levels of licenses available, 

each requiring a greater level of resources and oversight. 

21. 

Licensed programs are essentially divided between those that offer "outpatient" 

services devoted to counseling and education and those that offer more intensive 

residential services for patients with severe enough dependency problems to require an 

inpatient or residential setting. 
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22. 

It is illegal and criminal under Georgia law to operate an unlicensed facility or to 

operate a facility at a level higher than authorized by a current license. 

23. 

Since 2002, NNG has been authorized by DHR only as an outpatient drug and 

alcohol treatment facility. It has never been authorized to operate any form of residential 

facility. 

24. 

NNG was at all relevant times licensed to operate an outpatient facility, with a 

sub-unit or branch ambulatory detoxification services program at a separate location, and 

was by law specifically limited to providing services in non-residential settings. 

25. 

Specifically, NNG's license for an outpatient drug treatment program provided 

authorization for a "non-residential program staffed by professional and paraprofessional 

persons that provides drug treatment or therapeutic services, primarily counseling and 

other supportive services for drug dependent persons." Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 290-4-

2.03(q). Outpatient programs are those operated, in part, outside normal business hours 

so that clients who work or attend school may seek treatment at the facility. Ga. Comp. R. 

& Regs. 290-4-2-.23. 

26. 

NNG's license for an ambulatory detoxification facility provided authorization to 

operate a "program for the medical management and other support for processes 

associated with the physical process of withdrawal from drugs in a non-residential 

setting." Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 290-4-2-.03(a). 

NNG's HOUSING 

27. 

NNG had previously sought to obtain a residential license in the early 2000's for a 

different location but the license was denied. 

28. 

Since 2002, Mary Rieser ("Rieser") has been the executive director of NNG. 
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29. 

In order to obtain the financial benefits of operating a residential facility, but 

without authorization from the State of Georgia in the form of a license, Rieser began to 

illegally operate and control a surrogate residential facility. 

30. 

NNG wanted to be able to charge higher rates for drug and alcohol addicts who 

needed the higher level of care offered by an inpatient facility even though NNG was 

only allowed to operate a facility for outpatients. 

31. 

To avoid detection by licensing authorities, Rieser induced other Scientologists to 

incorporate various housing facilities, rent locations and house NNG students. These 

facilities were under the direct operational control of NNG and in violation of DHR 

regulations. 

32. 

Due to NNI's intricate involvement and scrutiny over NNG's operations, NNI 

knew or should have known NNG was illegally incorporating various housing facilities 

without the proper licensing from DHR. 

T H E D E L G A D O DEVELOPMENT HOUSING 

33. 

In approximately 2005, Rieser induced Maria Delgado and Don Delgado to form 

a company called Delgado Development ("Delgado"). Maria and Don were both 

employees of NNG at the time, and both were very active Scientologists. 

34. 

Rieser and Don Delgado, a senior member of the NNG staff and co-owner of 

Delgado Development, both attended SeaOrg, a Scientology program for the most 

zealous of Scientologists, which requires participants to evidence their loyalty by signing 

"a Billion Year Contract." 

35. 

Delgado leased apartments at One Sovereign Place, located at 4883 Roswell 

Road, Atlanta / Sandy Springs, Georgia, at the direction of and as an express agent of 
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NNG for the specific purpose of housing and monitoring NNG's patients. Delgado also 

transported the patients between NNG and housing at the direction of and as an express 

agent of NNG. 

36. 

Delgado, acting at the direction of and as an express agent of NNG, a licensed 

outpatient program, was required to obtain a license from DHR prior to engaging in any 

supportive services in the form of housing, monitoring and/or transportation. Ga. Comp. 

R. & Regs. 290-4-2-.05, 290-4-2.21. 

37. 

At all times relevant, Defendant Delgado was not licensed to operate a supportive 

housing facility under the direct control of a licensed outpatient facility, and was 

therefore illegally operating a supportive housing program for drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation. 

38. 

Likewise, NNG, by and through Delgado as its express agent, was illegally 

operating a residential rehabilitation program without the proper licensing from DHR. 

39. 

From the outset, the Delgado housing was fraught with problems. Students at 

Delgado routinely left the premises to purchase alcohol and drugs, oversight of the 

students was lax or non-existent, and the monitors hired by Delgado were uniformly 

recently recovered addicts with no training or experience in supervising students with 

drug problems. 

40. 

In the months leading up to the death of Patrick Desmond, conditions at the 

Delgado housing unit continued to deteriorate. As a result, NNG conducted an internal 

investigation, called a Board of Inquiry, of the housing conditions, and essentially 

assumed control over all operations. 

41. 

NNG determined that housing was fraught with "service issues." There had been 

physical assaults requiring police intervention, students were using drugs and alcohol in 
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the housing, monitors in charge of supervising the students were insufficient in number 

and often failed entirely to show up for work, students were permitted to leave the 

facility, and housing conditions were unsanitary. 

42. 

NNI was informed of the Board of Inquiry and began to investigate whether NNG 

was operating properly prior to Patrick Desmond's death. 

43. 

Despite extensive knowledge of the dangerous conditions at housing, NNG continued 

to send patients to housing at One Sovereign Place and none of the issues were 

substantively addressed by NNG or N N I prior to the death of Patrick Desmond. 

44. 

Instead, the deplorable conditions at housing earned Maria and Don Delgado a trip to 

a Scientology facility in Mexico in order to address their "out-ethics" situation (a 

Scientology term for acting outside of the L. Ron Hubbard's teachings). 

P A T R I C K DESMOND'S INITIAL INVOLVEMENT WITH NNG 

45. 

Patrick Desmond was the natural son of Major Patrick C. Desmond, United States 

Army, Special Forces (Ret.) and Mary C. Desmond ("the Desmonds). 

46. 

After serving in the United States Marine Corps, Patrick moved to Florida where 

his parents established permanent residence after Major Desmond retired. 

47. 

On July 2, 2006, Patrick was arrested following a traffic stop in Rockledge, 

Florida, during which small amounts of drugs were found in his vehicle. He was charged 

with possession of cocaine and possession of drug paraphernalia. 

48. 

Prosecution of the drug charge was deferred in favor of a Brevard County Drug 

Court ("Drug Court") program known as Pretrial Intervention Supervision, which allows 

individuals to participate in approved drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs in lieu of 
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adjudication of criminal charges. Participants may participate in a state funded program 

or any other program specifically approved by the Drug Court. 

49. 

The Drug Court required that Patrick be enrolled for a period of six months in an 

in-patient, residential drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility in which he would be 

closely supervised and monitored at all times. 

50. 

At the advice of Patrick's attorney, Patrick's parents searched for an appropriate 

drug rehabilitation facility via the Internet. The Desmond's were informed that i f they 

could locate a private residential rehabilitation program, and the program was approved 

by the Drug Court, Patrick could serve his Pretrial Intervention sentence at a private 

facility. 

51. 

During their search for an appropriate drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility, the 

Desmond's located NNG's website and based on the misleading information presented 

on the site, the Desmond's believed that NNG provided residential in-patient drug and 

alcohol counseling that would meet the Drug Court's requirements. 

52. 

NNG, by and through its agents, employees, or representatives, made fraudulent 

representations to Patrick's parents, the manager of the Brevard County Drug Court, and 

Patrick's probation officer that NNG was a residential facility and met the Drug Court's 

requirements of providing a therapeutic environment in which Patrick would be closely 

supervised at all times. 

53. 

Specifically, the Desmond's, Lisa Mooty (the Brevard Drug Court administrator) 

and Patrick's probation officer were all informed by Mary Rieser, and other agents of 

NNG, that the facility was: 1) properly licensed, 2) residential, 3) six months in duration, 

4) provided drug and alcohol rehabilitation counseling, and 5) the counseling was 

provided by adequately trained professionals. A l l of these statements were untrue. 
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54. 

The decision to send Patrick to the facility, as well as the Drug Court's approval 

of the program, was based on the express and false representations made by agents o f 

NNG. Both the Desmonds and the Brevard County Drug Court personnel have testified 

that they would not have approved Patrick's participation in the Narconon program had 

they known these statements were untrue. 

55. 

NNG's misrepresentations also extend to the active concealment of the Narconon 

program's true relationship with the Church of Scientology and the teaching of a 

"technology" with an uncanny parallel to the actual practice of the Scientology religion. 

NNG never informed the Desmonds or the Drug Court representatives that Patrick's 

"counseling" would consist almost entirely of practices of Scientology, and that he would 

not be receiving any substantive drug or alcohol counseling. 

56. 

Major Desmond paid for services at the NNG facility based on and in reliance on 

the fraudulent statements made by NNG's agents outlined above. 

P A T R I C K DESMOND'S NARCONON E X P E R I E N C E 

AND RESULTING D E A T H 

57. 

Patrick Desmond first arrived at NNG on September 24, 2007 and was assessed 

by Dr. Lisa Robbins on the same day. He was enrolled as a paying patient in the 

Narconon program and was to receive residential drug and alcohol rehabilitation for the 

court mandated period of six months. 

58. 

Patrick was housed at the illegal housing facility located at the One Sovereign 

Place apartment complex. Patrick's "treatment" lasted only four and one-half months as 

he was permitted to "graduate" from the Narconon program on or about February 12, 

2008, well short of his court mandated six month period. He then stayed on as a staff 

member for the housing and sauna programs for the remainder of the six month treatment 

period. 
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59. 

Following his initial participation in the Narconon program, Patrick returned to 

his family's home in Florida, but failed a required alcohol test on May 20, 2008. This 

incident led to him to being compelled by the Drug Court to return to Defendant NNG's 

facility. 

60. 

Patrick returned to NNG on May 23, 2008 and was reassessed by Dr. Robbins on 

June 3, 2008. 

61. 

On the evening of June 10, 2008, despite being in a Court ordered drug and 

alcohol treatment program, Patrick was allowed to drink beer and vodka with NNG's 

employees and staff members in a staff member's apartment at One Sovereign Place. 

62. 

After becoming highly intoxicated with NGN's employees and staff members, 

Patrick left the illegal housing program's premises with one current student and one 

former student of NGN. The NNG employees and staff members were aware that Patrick 

intended to leave with these individuals for the purpose of buying heroin, but failed to 

intervene to prevent him from doing so. The NNG employees and staff members 

likewise failed to make any timely report to their superiors or law enforcement that 

Patrick had left the premises. 

63. 

At all relevant times, neither NNG nor Delgado provided any security, 

supervision or monitoring to ensure that neither Patrick nor any other drug or alcohol-

dependant patient would be allowed to leave the housing premises freely and at their own 

discretion for the purpose of engaging in an on-going abuse of drugs and alcohol. 

64. 

Shortly before 2:00 a.m. on the morning of June 11, 2008, emergency medical 

personnel responded to a 911 call placed by a NGN student from a vehicle stopped on the 

shoulder of 1-285 in DeKalb County. When emergency personnel arrived on the scene, 

they found Patrick in cardiopulmonary arrest with no blood pressure or pulse. He was 
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taken to Northside Hospital Emergency Department, where the emergency physician 

diagnosed Patrick with cardiopulmonary arrest secondary to heroin overdose. 

65. 

Patrick was pronounced dead at 5:15 P.M. on June 11, 2008. 

ACTS OF F A L S E STATEMENTS TO A GOVERNMENT A G E N C Y 

66. 

At all relevant times, NNG either misrepresented the Narconon Program was 

operating in compliance with the rules and regulations for drug abuse treatment and 

education programs promulgated by DHR ("DHR Rules") or obtained its licensing by 

express misrepresentations and false statements to DHR. 

67. 

Each time NNG submits an application for licensing renewal to DHR, an agent of 

NNG is required to certify the statements made within the application are true and 

accurate and that NNG is operating in compliance with the DHR Rules. 

68. 

NNG has submitted a total of six applications for licenses and/or renewals 

between 2002 and 2007, with each application certifying the program's compliance with 

DHR Rules. 

69. 

At all relevant times, "The Sauna Program" is and has been an integral service of 

NNG, which encompasses an intensive detoxification regimen during the first four to six 

weeks of treatment. This phase requires the patient to consume 100 times the daily 

recommended dosage of vitamins and remain in a sauna, which is heated to a temperature 

between 140 and 180 degrees Fahrenheit, for up to five hours a day. 

70. 

Although the sauna is an integral component of Narconon program, NNG did not 

have a license for an ambulatory detoxification facility and fraudulently concealed The 

Sauna Program from DHR in its 2003 license renewal for an outpatient treatment facility. 

DHR conducted an unannounced re-licensure survey, discovered the concealed sauna 
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program, and cited NNG for failing to identify what treatment and services were provided 

in the form of vitamin and sauna therapy. 

71. 

While NNG's main goal was to ensure strict compliance with the "technology" of 

L. Ron Hubbard, NNG purposefully and fraudulently misrepresented it was creating 

individualized treatment plans, was carefully and attentively updating patient files with 

progress notes, and was creating discharge and aftercare plans for the patient as required 

by the DHR Rules for outpatient and ambulatory treatment programs. Ga. Comp. R. & 

Regs. 290-4-2-.09(4). 290-4-.14(e), 290-4-2-. 14(c), 290-4-2-. 17(a), 290-4-2.17(b). 

72. 

Despite the certifications on each license application of DHR rule compliance, 

DHR has routinely cited NNG, most recently in 2007, for failing to create individualized 

treatment plans, plan updates and progress notes, and discharge and aftercare plans for its 

patients. 

73. 

Notably, an adequate aftercare plan must include a final assessment of the 

student's status at the time of discharge, a description of what services and support the 

student will need after discharge, and a description of potential barriers to overcome and 

maintain a drug free life style. Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 290-4-2-.17 

74. 

NNG did not give Patrick Desmond an aftercare plan upon his initial "graduation" 

and within a short period after his return to Florida, Patrick relapsed. 

75. 

At all relevant times, NNG has purposefully and fraudulently misrepresented that 

NNG was in compliance with the DHR Rules requiring all drug rehabilitation facilities to 

maintain a drug free workplace by implementing policy and procedures for routinely and 

randomly testing employees and students for alcohol and drug use. 290-4-2-.09(l 1). Ga. 

Comp. R. & Regs. 
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76. 

During an inspection by DHR in 2003, a review of NNG's personnel files 

revealed the facility failed to maintain evidence of pre-employment or random urine 

screens for the presence of drug use as required by 290-4-2-.09. Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 

77. 

On January 20, 2004, NNG provided a "plan of corrections" to DHR falsely 

representing that NNG would theretofore implement a drug free workplace policy and 

actually enforce it. 

78. 

Despite NNG's representations to DHR in 2004, a review of all employee 

personnel files reveal NNG only conducted pre-employment drug screens. 

79. 

At all relevant times, NNG routinely employed students immediately upon 

"graduation" of the Narconon program. There is no evidence that students subsequently 

employed by NNG were randomly tested for alcohol or drugs to ensure a drug free 

workplace as required by DHR. 

80. 

Instead, NNG actually permitted employees monitoring other students in the 

treatment program to consume alcohol and routinely found other students either under the 

influence of alcohol or drugs, or in possession of the same. 

81. 

Despite certification of compliance with all DHR Rules, NNG was inspected by 

DHR on or about June 17, 2009 and cited for non-compliance with drug testing on 

employees, as well as random alcohol and drug screens on the students. 

82. 

At all relevant times, NNG certified compliance with DHR rules, yet NNG 

implemented behavioral management techniques that denied students essential program 

services or placed students in a "time out," other than a brief separation from the group 

for less than twenty minutes, in clear violation of the DHR Rules. Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 

290-4-2-.26(l)(d), 290-4-2-.09(2)(e), 290-4-2-.03(z). 
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83. 

On regular occasion, NNG suspended students as a behavioral management 

technique and ordered them to stay off premises, usually in a hotel, for periods lasting as 

long as one week. During this time, students were prohibited from receiving any 

treatment at Narconon and were given free rein to access alcohol and drugs. 

84. 

Not only did NNG fraudulently misrepresent that the daily operations of the 

Narconon program were compliance with the DHR Rules, but NNG's actual licenses 

were obtained by the false statements of NNG's Executive Director, Mary Rieser. 

85. 

At all relevant times, Rieser acted as an express agent of NNG and within the 

scope of her employment at NNG. 

86. 

NNG, by and through its agent Mary Rieser, intentionally falsified information on 

license applications submitted to DHR in 2004, 2005, 2006, and 2007. 

87. 

On NNG's applications for an outpatient drug rehabilitation facility in 2004, 2005 

and 2006, Rieser falsely identified an individual named Joan Daniels as a "Clinical 

Director" of the facility. The Clinical Director is responsible for all treatment services 

provided by the program and should presumably present on the premises for a sufficient 

amount of time to actually oversee the operations. Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 290-4-2-.09(4). 

Rieser signed the application and certified that the facility was in compliance with DHR 

Rules. 

88. 

Despite Rieser's certification that Joan Daniels was Narconon's Clinical Director 

between 2004 and 2006, Joan Daniels's employment application is actually dated March 

23, 2007. In further support of NNG's false statements to obtain a license, Rieser drafted 

and signed a letter on or about March 23, 2007 proclaiming Joan Daniels to be nothing 

more than a consultant between 2003 and 2007. 
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89. 

On NNG's application for an outpatient and ambulatory drug rehabilitation 

facility on January 24, 2007, Rieser fraudulently claimed Joan Daniels, as well as Robin 

Muse, as full time Clinical Directors, and in furtherance of the fraudulent scheme, 

falsified documents in support of the same. 

90. 

On or about March 23, 2007, Joan Daniels purportedly signed a document entitled 

"Job Description Clinical Director" (hereafter Clinical Director Agreement), which 

provided the Clinical director shall provide training for staff on treatment planning, 

professional ethics, and work with the Narconon staff to stay in compliance with DHR 

Rules. 

91. 

Despite the obligations of Joan Daniels to train NNG staff as outlined in the 

Clinical Director Agreement, Joan Daniels was conspicuously absent from all 13 training 

seminars by NNG between March 23, 2007 and October 12,2007. 

92. 

NNG, by and through its agent Rieser, fraudulently represented to DHR that 

Robin Muse was a full time Clinical Director on NNG's 2007 application, when in fact 

Robin Muse was only employed by NNG as a consultant. 

93. 

On or about January 15, 2007, Robin Muse purportedly signed a document 

entitled "Health-Care Service Provider Agreement," in which Robin Muse would be 

employed as a consultant for five hours a week. 

94. 

Over a month after NNG submitted its 2007 application, on February 23, 2007, 

Robin Muse purportedly signed another agreement entitled "Clinical Director 

Agreement," whereby Muse would be employed as a Clinical Director, but was only 

required to work a total of five hours a week. 
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95. 

On NNG's 2007 license application, Rieser fraudulently represented NNG had 

obtained a Medical Director, Dr. Lisa Robbins, to perform the duties as required by 290-

4-2-. 19(b) for all ambulatory facilities, which includes, but is not limited to, assumption 

of responsibility for all medical services and approval of all medical policies and 

procedures. 

96. 

Over a month after NNG submitted its 2007 application, NNG, by and through its 

agent Rieser, executed a 'Medical Director Agreement' between Dr. Robbins and NNG 

on or about February 16, 2007. 

97. 

At all relevant times, Dr. Robbins failed to fulfill her duties as a Medical Director 

as contemplated by the DHR Rules and within the scope of the Medical Director 

Agreement. 

98. 

In fact, the only service provided by Dr. Robbins was that of completing a 

physical assessment of the students at the time of their arrival. 

99. 

Dr. Robbins neither developed an understanding for the Narconon Life Skills 

Program, nor reviewed or approved any of the L. Ron Hubbard "technology" course 

materials, or policies and procedures for the sauna exercise program as required by the 

DHR Rules. 290-4-2.-19(b)(l) Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 

100. 

Although Dr. Robbins was required to oversee "all medical staff by the DHR 

Rules, Dr. Robbins was unable to recall the names of medical staff members under her 

supervision, never updated nor approved onsite emergency medical procedures, and in 

fact, never visited the NNG facility or the sauna. 
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101. 

Although Dr. Robbins completely failed to fulfill her duties as a Medical Director 

as contemplated by the DHR Rules and the Medical Director Agreement, NNG paid Dr. 

Robbins $750.00 a month between 2007 and 2008. 

102. 

At all relevant times, NNG, by and through its agent Rieser, was engaged in a 

fraudulent scheme, not only to obtain outpatient and ambulatory licensing illegally, but to 

financially profit by incorporating an unlicensed residential facility without the 

appropriate licensing and oversight required by the state. 

103. 

At all relevant times, Delgado and housing at One Sovereign Place was under the 

direct control and supervision of NNG. 

104. 

NNG routinely accepted housing payments from NNG students and all male 

students were sent to housing exclusively at One Sovereign Place, and Delgado 

transported the students to and from NNG on a daily basis. 

105. 

At all relevant times, NNG and Delgado had an agreement to share otherwise 

confidential information pertaining to the recovery of each NNG student, and each 

student was required to sign a consent form entitled "Delgado Development Recovery 

Residence Student Consent Form" ("Consent Form"). The Consent Form signed by each 

student, including Patrick Desmond, permitted full disclosure pertaining to the "overall 

wellness" of the student between Delgado and NNG. 

106. 

In furtherance of NNG's agreement to freely share information regarding the 

overall wellness of a student, Delgado staff and NNG students routinely reported 

occurrences of alcohol and drug abuse by NNG students residing at One Sovereign Place 

in documents appropriately titled as "KR's" or "Knowledge Reports." 
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107. 

Between January 8, 2008 and May 27, 2008, over ten Knowledge Reports 

identifying alcohol and drug use by NNG students and staff at housing were reported to 

NNG. 

108. 

At all relevant times, Defendants Maria and Don Delgado of Delgado 

Development were either employees of NNG or under the direct control and supervision 

of NNG, and for all intents and purposes, either participated directly in the fraudulent acts 

of NNG and/or are associated in fact with NNG. 

109. 

Maria Delgado served as Senior Director for Administration on behalf of NNG, 

and in furtherance of her job duties, certified NNG employee attendance to over 10 

seminars between June 28, 2006 and September 2006. 

110. 

Maria Delgado also participated directly in NNG's execution of Joan Daniel's 

Clinical Director Agreement, signing the same as a witness, in NNG's fraudulent effort to 

obtain licensing between 2005 and 2007. 

111. 

Maria and Don Delgado, as express agents under the direct control and 

supervision of NNG, also attended over fifteen seminars provided by NNG between 

February 2007 and October 2007, which included information about workers' 

compensation and employee rights. 

112. 

Due to NNG's direct control and supervision of Delgado, One Sovereign Place, 

and the employees of the same, NNG fraudulently incorporated an unlicensed residential 

facility without DHR approval. 

113. 

As a result, all applications to DHR for outpatient and/or ambulatory 

detoxification licensing in 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007 were inherently and 

materially false. 
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114. 

At all relevant times, Dr. Robbins, as the Medical Director responsible for 

oversight of all medical services provided, knew or should have known that NNG was 

executing fraudulent documents, was submitting the fraudulent documents to DHR, and 

was an illegally operating a residential facility without the required licensing and medical 

oversight. 

115. 

At all relevant times, Dr. Robbins financially profited from NNG's fraudulent 

scheme to illegally operate a residential facility and is associated in fact with NNG, Mary 

Rieser, Delgado, and Maria and Don Delgado. 

116. 

At all relevant times, NNI heavily regulated the Narconon Life Skills Program 

and performed routine audits to ensure compliance with NNG's license to implement L. 

Ron Hubbard's "technology." NNI was routinely copied on NNG's internal memoranda 

concerning the operations of NNG, including NNG's emergency Urgent Directives 

concerning the conditions of housing at Delgado. As a result, NNI either knew or should 

have known that NNG was operating in violation of State regulations and had illegally 

incorporated a surrogate residential facility. NNI, by and through its licensing fee 

agreement, also profited from NNG's fraudulent scheme and is therefore associated in 

fact with NNG, Mary Rieser, Delgado, Maria and Don Delgado, and Dr. Robbins. 

T H E F T B Y DECEPTION AND MAIL FRAUD 

117. 

At all relevant times, NNG, by and through its agents, employed a scheme or 

artifice to defraud by representing the Narconon program as a facility that could and 

would provide any service, regardless of truth or accuracy, i f doing so would secure the 

students enrollment and payment for the program. 
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118. 

Particularly, NNG, by and through its agents, fraudulently represented to the 

Desmonds and the Brevard County Drug Court that NNG was a residential treatment 

program and would provide treatment to Patrick for a period of six months. 

119. 

At all times relevant hereto, NNG's letterhead always included an "outpatient" 

designation when correspondence between NNG and DHR took place. However, Mary 

Rieser and employees acting at her direction intentionally removed the word "outpatient" 

from NNG's letterhead when written communication between NNG and a court agency 

occurred. 

120. 

On September 10, 2007, NNG, by and through its agent Mary Rieser, personally 

represented that NNG was a residential program, lasting for at least for six months. 

Rieser faxed the Drug Court director information providing further assurances that 

Patrick would be treated in a residential facility. Rieser intentionally removed the 

"outpatient" designation from the letterhead. 

121. 

NNG, in furtherance of its scheme to defraud and secure Patrick's enrollment, 

intentionally removed the "outpatient" designation from letterhead on correspondence 

directed to Patrick's criminal defense attorney, soliciting support for Patrick's enrollment 

in NNG. 

122. 

In reliance on the false and material representations of NNG, Patrick arrived at 

NNG on September 24, 2007. Upon his arrival, NNG, by and through its agent Rieser, 

accepted payment in the amount of $13,000.00 (thirteen thousand dollars) from the 

Desmonds for six months of residential alcohol treatment and rehabilitation. 

123. 

Rieser, in furtherance of the fraudulent scheme, directed the legal administrator of 

NNG to remove the word "outpatient" within any letterhead sent via mail, facsimile, or 

other electronic communication to the Florida Drug Court pertaining to the status of 
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Patrick's recovery. On one occasion in particular, NNG removed the "outpatient" 

designation in correspondence directly to Patrick's probation officer, Mark O'Donnell, on 

June 4, 2008. 

124. 

After NNG, by and through agent Rieser, represented it would provide 24 hour 

supervision over Patrick during his treatment and recovery, NNG delegated its exclusive 

responsibility to supervise Patrick to Delgado and sent him to housing at One Sovereign 

Place. 

125. 

NNG was aware that the housing at One Sovereign Place was infiltrated with 

alcohol and illegal narcotics, facilitated in large part, i f not entirely, by employees of 

Delgado and/or NNG acting as supervisors or "monitors" over Narconon students. 

126. 

NNI was equally aware of the deplorable conditions at One Sovereign Place and 

was even copied on at least three of NNG's emergency Urgent Directives concerning the 

housing conditions in March of 2008, just months before Patrick's death 

127. 

Although NNG, by and through its agents, represented that Patrick would receive 

alcohol and drug education and treatment, NNG provided Patrick with virtually no 

substantive information on the disease and effects of alcoholism. Instead, NNG had 

Patrick read and study the technology of L. Ron Hubbard virtually identical to the course 

materials studied by Scientologists. 

128. 

Although NNG, by and through its agents, represented that Patrick would receive 

treatment in a six month residential drug rehabilitation program, NNG "graduated" 

Patrick six weeks early. NNG then paid Patrick to supervise other Narconon students at 

Delgado's housing. 
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129. 

During Patrick's "employment" by Narconon, Patrick was not supervised, 

randomly tested for alcohol or drugs, or required to receive any treatment for alcohol and 

substance abuse. 

130. 

At the close of the initial six month period, Patrick returned to his family and, in 

just a few months, failed a random drug trust by the Florida Drug Court. Upon his return 

to NNG on May 20, 2008, NNG continued to represent the facility was an authorized 

residential facility and would provide Patrick with substantive alcohol and drug addiction 

education, treatment and rehabilitation. 

131. 

NNG's intentional and fraudulent misrepresentations as to the treatment it 

provided extended to other court-mandated students. 

132. 

NNG, in late 2007, through telephone conversations and facsimile transmissions, 

falsely led student Bradley Taylor's ("Bradley") family as well as the criminal court in 

Decaturville, Tennessee to believe Bradley would receive residential drug treatment and 

rehabilitation treatment for a period of one year. 

133. 

Based on NNG's material and false representations that Bradley would receive 

residential treatment, Bradley's father, Randy Taylor, paid NNG approximately 

$10,500.00 (ten thousand five hundred dollars) for the court-mandated period of one 

year. 

134. 

NNG, in furtherance of the fraudulent scheme, also provided written monthly 

progress updates to the Tennessee criminal court falsely representing the status of 

Bradley's recovery via mail and/or facsimile. Agents of NNG also removed the 

"outpatient" designation from NNG's letterhead regarding any written communication 

between NNG and the Tennessee court agencies. 
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135. 

Although NNG, by and through its agents, represented that Bradley would be 

under 24 hour supervision during his treatment and recovery, NNG delegated its 

exclusive responsibility to supervise Bradley to Delgado. 

136. 

Like Patrick, Bradley was also sent to housing at One Sovereign Place, which was 

infiltrated with drugs and alcohol. 

137. 

After representing that Bradley would receive treatment in a one year residential 

drug rehabilitation program, NNG accepted payment from Bradley's family, and 

provided Bradley with virtually no substantive information on substances. Instead, NNG 

had Bradley read and study the technology of L. Ron Hubbard virtually identical to the 

course materials studied by Scientologists. 

138. 

Although NNG, by and through its agents, represented that Bradley would receive 

treatment in a one year residential drug rehabilitation program, NNG "graduated" 

Bradley five months early. NNG then paid Bradley to supervise other Narconon 

students. 

139. 

During Bradley's employment by Narconon, Bradley was not supervised, 

randomly tested for alcohol or drugs, or required to receive any treatment for substance 

abuse. 

140. 

Bradley, as an "employee" of Narconon, was actually permitted to drink heavily 

with Patrick Desmond the night Patrick died. 

141. 

Delgado, including its agents Maria and Don Delgado, profited from NNG's 

fraudulent activities amounting to theft by deception and acts of mail fraud by collecting 

rent directly from the students and/or receiving a portion of the same when rent was paid 
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directly to NNG. As a result, NNG, Rieser, Delgado, and Maria and Don Delgado are all 

associated in fact in the acts of theft by deception and mail fraud. 

142. 

NNI is similarly associated in fact with NNG's scheme and/or artifice to defraud. 

NNG licenses its entire treatment program and technology from NNI and due to NNI's 

strict oversight and auditing of NNG's treatment services, NNI knew or should have 

known NNG was not providing any substantive education on drugs and alcohol 

addiction. Similarly, NNI knew or should have known NNG was illegally operating a 

residential facility as NNI was, on at least three occasions in March of 2008, copied on 

NNG's Urgent Directives concerning the housing conditions at One Sovereign Place. By 

and through the licensing agreement and fees paid by NNG, NNI also profited from the 

fraudulent activities. 

143. 

Dr. Robbins, as the medical director, is also associated in fact with the scheme 

and/or artifice to defraud. Dr. Robbins was required by DHR to oversee all medical staff, 

review and approve all program materials, treatment, and protocol and therefore knew or 

should have known that NNG had illegally incorporated a surrogate residential facility 

and that NNG was not providing any substantive education on drugs and alcohol 

addiction as represented to paying students. Dr. Robbins was paid $750 a month by 

NNG and therefore profited from the fraudulent activities. 

COUNT I: 

N E G L I G E N C E OF NNG 

144. 

NNG had a duty to Patrick W. Desmond to provide safe, properly licensed, 

legally operated, scientifically and medically based rehabilitation treatment services. 

145. 

NNG also had a duty to provide Patrick W. Desmond with a safe, properly 

licensed, and reasonably supervised housing environment. 
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146. 

NNG's breach of its duties to Patrick W. Desmond included, but were not limited 

to the following: 

a. failing to comply with its license from the State of Georgia permitting it to 

operate an outpatient drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility; 

b. providing an unlicensed housing program to Patrick Desmond; 

c. allowing and facilitating Patrick Desmond's on-going use of alcohol and 

drugs while in treatment; 

d. failing to provide reasonable and adequate security and supervision to prevent 

its patients, including Patrick Desmond, from leaving its housing program; 

and 

e. failing to exercise ordinary care in the selection, hiring and retention of its 

employees. 

147. 

NNG' actions and omissions proximately caused Patrick Desmond's death, pain 

and suffering, and other damages. 

COUNT II: 

N E G L I G E N C E PER SE OF NNG 

148. 

NNG was licensed to operate an outpatient facility with a sub-unit or branch 

ambulatory detoxification services program at a separate location, and was by law 

specifically limited to providing services in non-residential settings. 

149. 

NNG's operation of unlicensed housing programs for its drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation patients constituted negligence per se in the following particulars: 

a. violation of its licensure and O.C.G.A. § 26-5-3; Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. §§ 

290-4-2-.03(s), (t), (u), 290-4-2.11 (8), 290-4-2-.16, 290-4-2-.19, 290-4-2-.20, 

290-4-2-.21; 

b. violation of the limitations set upon it by its license pursuant to Ga. Comp. R. 

& Regs § 290-4-2-.03 (a); and 
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c. violation of its duty to disclose its housing programs, including the housing 

program at One Sovereign Place, to licensing and regulatory authorities 

pursuant to Ga. Comp. R. & Regs §§ 290-4-2-.05 and 290-4-2-.07 (2). 

150. 

NNG's actions and omissions proximately caused Patrick Desmond's death, pain 

and suffering, and other damages. 

COUNT III : 

FRAUD OF NNG 

151. 

NNG, by and through its agents, employees or representatives, knowingly and 

willfully made false representations of material facts to Plaintiffs Patrick C. Desmond 

and Mary C. Desmond and to the Brevard County Drug Court, indicating that it was 

licensed and/or otherwise authorized to operate a residential drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation facility and would be capable of supporting and meeting the needs of 

Patrick W. Desmond by providing necessary 24-hour close supervision and monitoring. 

152. 

Additionally, NNG, by and through its agents, employees or representatives, 

knowingly and willfully made the following false representations of material facts to 

Patrick C. Desmond, Mary C. Desmond and the Brevard County Drug Court: 

a. that NNG was a residential facility that met the requirements of the Drug 

Court; and, 

b. that Patrick would be continuously and closely supported, monitored and 

supervised at all times while participating in the rehabilitation program. 

153. 

NNG, by and through its agents, employees or representatives, knew at the time 

that all such representations were false and baseless. 

154. 

NNG knew or should have known that Patrick C. Desmond, Mary C. Desmond, 

and the Drug Court would rely on its false representations in choosing to enroll and allow 

the participation of Patrick W. Desmond in the rehabilitation program. 
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155. 

In fact, Patrick C. Desmond, Mary C. Desmond and the Drug Court were unaware 

of the falsities of NNG's statements and justifiably relied on NNG's false representations 

in choosing to enroll Patrick Desmond and to approve his enrollment and participation in 

the rehabilitation program. 

156. 

NNG's fraudulent representations proximately caused Patrick Desmond's death, 

pain and suffering, and other damages. 

COUNT IV: 

N E G L I G E N C E OF D E L G A D O 

157. 

Delgado had a duty to keep the premises at One Sovereign Place safe for all its 

residents, including Patrick Desmond and other illegally housed drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation patients. 

158. 

Delgado knew that NNG was using the apartment complex to illegally house drug 

and alcohol rehabilitation patients. 

159. 

Delgado breached its duty by failing to provide reasonable and adequate security 

for and supervision of the drug and alcohol rehabilitation patients housed at One 

Sovereign Place. 

160. 

Delgado's failure to provide a safe environment, security and supervision and 

facilitation of NNG's illegal housing program proximately caused Patrick Desmond's 

death, pain and suffering, and other damages. 
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COUNT V: 

C I V I L CONSPIRACY B Y NNG, NNI AND DELGADO 

161. 

NNG, NNI and Delgado acted together and in concert to facilitate the unlicensed 

and illegal operation of a drug and alcohol rehabilitation housing program at the One 

Sovereign Place apartment complex. 

162. 

The actions of NNG, NNI, and Delgado to facilitate the illegal and unlicensed 

operation of a drug and alcohol rehabilitation program at One Sovereign Place 

proximately caused Patrick Desmond's death, pain and suffering, and other damages. 

COUNT VI: 

PROFESSIONAL N E G L I G E N C E OF DR. LISA ROBBINS 

AND T H E ROBBINS GROUP, INC. 

163. 

Dr. Lisa Robbins and Patrick Desmond entered into a physician-patient 

relationship when Patrick Desmond enrolled in NNG's drug and alcohol treatment 

facility. 

164. 

During the course of her treatment and care of Patrick, Dr. Robbins failed to 

exercise that degree of skill and care required of the medical profession, generally, under 

the same or similar facts and circumstances, as more specifically outlined in the qualified 

expert's affidavit attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

165. 

Dr. Robbins' professional negligence in her course of treatment and care for 

Patrick was a direct and proximate cause of his death, pain and suffering and other 

damages. 
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COUNT VII: 

FRAUD O F NNI 

166. 

In the immediate aftermath of the death of Patrick W. Desmond, NNI, by its 

agents, employees or representatives, coordinated efforts to perpetrate a fraudulent cover-

up of the circumstances and events leading up and resulting in his death. Such efforts 

included, but were not limited to the following: 

a. providing intentionally false and misleading information or causing 

intentionally false and misleading information to be provided to law 

enforcement entities, to include but not be limited to the DeKalb County 

Medical Examiner's Office; and 

b. drafting and submitting an intentionally false and misleading report dated 

June 19, 2008 or causing an intentionally false and misleading report dated 

June 19, 2008 to be drafted and submitted to the Brevard County Drug 

Court, supposedly pursuant to O.C.R R.G. §290-4-2.09 (13). 

COUNT VIII: 

C I V I L R I C O FOR F A L S E STATEMENTS TO A GOVERNMENT AGENCY 

167. 

NNI, NNG, Delgado, and Dr. Robbins, by and through their agents, unlawfully 

acquired, maintained an interest in, and/or had control over, an enterprise or property of 

any nature, including money, through a pattern of racketeering activity. 

168. 

NNI, NNG, Delgado, and Dr. Robbins, by and through their agents, unlawfully 

sought employment by or associated with an enterprise to either conduct or participate in, 

either directly or indirectly, the enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity. 

169. 

NNI, NNG, Delgado, and Dr. Robbins, by and through their agents, are associated 

in fact and therefore engaged in at least two acts of racketeering activity by committing 

numerous counts of False Statements and Writings to a Government Agency, as defined by 

O.C.G.A § 16-10-20, by knowingly and willfully falsifying, concealing or covering up by 
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trick, scheme, or other device the following material facts: 

a. Knowingly and willfully falsifying and/or concealing from DHR the true nature 

and scope of Dr. Robbins' duties as a medical director as contemplated and 

required by DHR in order for NNG to obtain its 2007 ambulatory detoxification 

license. 

b. Knowingly and willfully falsifying Joan Daniels as a clinical director on all 

license applications between 2004 and 2007, who is responsible for all 

treatment services, and/or concealing from DHR the true nature and scope of 

Joan Daniels' employment, which was contrary to that required by DHR for 

clinical directors. 

c. Knowingly and willfully falsifying Robin Muse as a clinical director on NNG 

2007 license application, who is responsible for all treatment services, and/or 

concealing from DHR the true nature and scope of Robin Muse's employment, 

which was contrary to that required by DHR for clinical directors. 

d. Knowingly and willfully concealing from DHR that NNG was illegally 

operating a residential drug and rehabilitation facility without the proper 

licensing from the State on all license applications between 2003 and 2007. 

e. Knowingly and willfully falsifying and/or concealing from DHR the 

detoxification component of NNG treatment regimen in its 2003 license 

application solely for an outpatient facility. 

f. Knowingly and willfully falsifying and/or concealing from DHR NNG's 

compliance with creating adequate individualized treatment plans, routinely 

updating patient files, and creating discharge and aftercare plans on all license 

applications between 2003 and 2007. 

g. Knowingly and willfully falsifying and/or concealing from DHR NNG 

compliance with ensuring a drug-free workplace on all license applications 

h. Knowingly and willfully concealing from DHR NNG's compliance with the 

DHR Rules prohibiting behavioral management techniques denying students of 

essential program services on all license applications between 2003 and 2007. 
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COUNT IX 

C I V I L RICO BY MAIL FRAUD 

170. 

NNI, NNG, Delgado, and Dr. Robbins, by and through their agents, unlawfully 

sought employment by or associated with an enterprise to either conduct or participate in, 

either directly or indirectly, the enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity. 

171. 

NNI, NNG, Delgado, and Dr. Robbins, by and through their agents, unlawfully 

acquired, maintained an interest in, and/or had control over, an enterprise or property of 

any nature, including money, through a pattern of racketeering activity. 

172. 

NNI, NNG, Delgado, and Dr. Robbins, by and through their agents, are associated 

in fact, and therefore engaged in at least two acts of racketeering activity by committing 

numerous counts of mail fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C.A. § 1343, by having transmitted 

written communication by wire or mail that was devised in scheme to defraud and/or 

constituted an attempt to obtain money or property by a means of false or fraudulent 

pretenses, representations, or promises. 

173. 

Specifically, NNG enrolled patients sentenced to residential rehabilitation in lieu of 

incarceration by intentionally removing or omitting the word "outpatient" in NNG's 

letterhead transmitted by facsimile and/or email to the following: 

a. Officers of Florida Drug Court on September 10, 2007, January 4, 2008, and June 

4, 2008, as well as Patrick Desmond's criminal defense attorney on September 10, 

2007. 

b. Officers of the Tennessee criminal court pertaining to Bradley Taylor on January 7, 

2008. 

COUNT X 

C I V I L R I C O B Y T H E F T BY DECEPTIONS 

174. 

NNI, NNG, Delgado, and Dr. Robbins, by and through their agents, unlawfully 
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sought employment by or associated with an enterprise to either conduct or participate in, 

either directly or indirectly, the enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity. 

175. 

NNI, NNG, Delgado, and Dr. Robbins, by and through their agents, unlawfully 

acquired, maintained an interest in, and/or had control over, an enterprise or property of 

any nature, including money, through a pattern of racketeering activity. 

176. 

NNI, NNG, Delgado, and Dr. Robbins, by and through their agents, are associated 

in fact, and therefore engaged in at least two acts of racketeering activity by committing 

theft by deception, in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-8-3, by obtaining money by deceitful 

means or artful practice with the intention of depriving the owner of the property, 

specifically by creating or confirming an impression and/or failing to correct the false 

impression and/or promising to perform services in which NNG did not provide to the 

Florida Drug Court, Plaintiffs Patrick and Mary Desmond, the Tennessee Court, and 

Bradley Taylor's father in the following particulars: 

a. That NNG was licensed to provide residential rehabilitation treatment. 

b. That NNG would provide adequate supervision of its patients twenty four hours a 

day. 

c. That NNG would provide substantive education as the physiological component of 

alcohol and substance abuse on the body. 

d. That NNG was otherwise in compliance with applicable DHR Rules governing 

drug and rehabilitation treatment facilities. 

PUNITIVE DAMAGES AGAINST NARCONON AND NNI 

177. 

NNG and NNI acted intentionally and in concert in illegally operating an 

unlicensed housing program for its drug and alcohol rehabilitation patients, making 

intentionally false and fraudulent representations to Patrick C. Desmond, Mary C. 

Desmond, and the Brevard County Drug Court, and perpetrating a fraudulent cover-up of 

the circumstances and events leading up and resulting in the death of Patrick W. Desmond. 

Additionally, NNG's operation of, and NNI's knowledge of, its drug and alcohol 
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rehabilitation program showed willful misconduct, wantonness, oppression, or that entire 

want of care which raises the presumption of conscious indifference to consequences. 

Accordingly, Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of punitive damages pursuant to O.C.G. A. § 

51-12-5.1. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for the following relief: 

1. That summons and process be issued requiring these Defendants to appear 

as provided by law to answer the allegations of this Complaint; 

2. That Plaintiffs have a TRIAL BY JURY of all issues so triable; 

3. That Plaintiffs recover from Defendants the following: special damages 

such as: medical and hospital expenses, funeral expenses, past and future 

lost earnings, general damages for Patrick W. Desmond's bodily injury, 

fright, terror, pain and suffering and other necessary expenses incurred as 

a result of the incident at issue; and additional damages constituting the 

full value of the life of Patrick W. Desmond. The amount of all such 

compensatory damages shall be proven at trial and determined by the 

enlightened conscience of a jury; 

4. That Plaintiffs recover punitive damages against the Defendants in 

amounts to be determined by the enlightened conscience of a jury; 

5. That Plaintiffs have and recover all damages to which they are entitled 

under Georgia law; and 

6. That Plaintiffs have all such other and further relief as this Court deems 

just and appropriate. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID E. SMITH, M.D., FAS AM, FAACT 
PERSONALLY APPEARED before the undersigned officer duly authorized to 

administer oaths in this State, DAVID E. SMITH, M.D., who, after first being duly 
sworn, states as follows: 

1. 
My name is DAVID E. SMITH, M.D. I am a medical doctor, licensed to 

practice medicine in the State of California. I practice in the specialty of addiction 
medicine, in which I am board-certified. A true and correct copy of my curriculum vitae 
is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

2. 
I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and belief. I am 

over the age of eighteen years, and I suffer from no disability which would render me 
incompetent to make this affidavit. 

3. 
Based upon my education, training and experience, I am familiar with the degree 

of care and skill ordinarily exercised by physicians generally, and those specializing in 
the specialty of addiction medicine, to include those serving in the capacity of medical 
directors or clinical directors of licensed drug and alcohol rehabilitation facilities ("the 
standard of care"), with regard to both the evaluation and treatment of patients who are 
admitted to drug and alcohol rehabilitation facilities for treatment for addictions and the 
discharge of the patient care responsibilities customarily associated with serving as 
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medical directors or clinical directors of such facilities. Specifically, I am familiar with 
the standard of care ordinarily exercised by medical doctors generally in the care and 
treatment of a patient such as Patrick W. Desmond, as his circumstances and conditions 
are discussed herein. 

4. 
In connection with giving this affidavit, I have reviewed the following materials: 

Brevard County Drug Court Records; Patrick W. Desmond's Death Certificate; DeKalb 
County Fixe & Rescue Report; DeKalb County Medical Examiner's Report; Georgia 
Department of Human Resources materials; DHR Applications for License; Narconon 
Brochure; Narconon Discharge Summary; Narconon Family & Friends Orientation 
materials; Narconon Medical Records; Narconon Outpatient Protocol; Narconon 
Program Description; Northside Hospital Records; and, Peachford Hospital Records. 

5. 
Additionally, I have been provided with a copy of the Complaint, which I ' 

understand is to be filed in this case, and have been asked to assume the following facts, 
which are consistent with my review of the information identified in Paragraph 3, above: 

• The Brevard County Drug Court required that Patrick W. Desmond be enrolled 
in an in-patient, residential facility where he would be closely supervised at all 
times. 

• Narconon made representations to Patrick's parents and the manager of the 
Brevard County Drug Court that Narconon was a residential facility and met the 
Drug Court's requirements. 
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• However, Narconon was never licensed to operate any category of residential 
program. 

• Instead, Narconon was licensed to operate an outpatient facility with a sub-unit 
or branch ambulatory detoxification services program at a separate location, 
which were by law specifically limited to the provision of services in non
residential settings. . 

• Despite being licensed to provide services only in non-residential settings, 
Narconon maintained operated off-site housing programs in several apartment 
complexes, including a program for male patients at One Sovereign Place, 
located at 4883 Roswell Road, Atlanta/Sandy Springs, Georgia. 

• Specifically, an agent for and on behalf of Narconon leased apartments at One 
Sovereign Place for the specific purpose of housing Narconon's patients; and 
likewise provided monitoring services to the patients while they were physically 
present at the One Sovereign Place. 

• Dr. Robbins was the medical director of Narconon and had responsibilities for 
assessing prospective clients for medical, behavioral and/or emotional problems, 
determining the needed level of structured treatment and therapeutical activities, 
establishing procedures for a system of 24-hour, on call medical coverage to 
include delivery of emergency medical services, providing medical management 
services to include approving protocols and procedures, being actively involved 
in a quality assurance program to evaluate the appropriateness of services 
provided to patients, and otherwise overseeing Narconon's operations. 

3 



• Patrick Desmond first arrived at Narconon on September 24, 2007 and was 
assessed by Dr. Robbins the same day. He was enrolled as a paying patient in 
the Narconon program, to include the illegal drug and alcohol rehabilitation 
housing program at the One Sovereign Place apartment complex, for 
approximately four and one-half months, and successfully completed and was 
"graduated" from Narconon's program on or about February 12,2008, several 
weeks prior of the completion of the Drug Court's mandated six month treatment 
period. He then stayed on as a staff member for the housing and sauna programs 
for the remainder of the six month treatment period. 

• Following his initial participation in Narconon's program, Patrick returned to his 
family's home in Florida, but failed a required alcohol test on May 20,2008. 
This incident led to him being compelled by the Drug Court to return to 
Narconon's facility. 

• Patrick returned to Narconon on May 23, 2008 and was reassessed by Defendant 
Dr. Robbins on June 3, 2008. 

• On the evening of June 10, 2008, Patrick was drinking beer and vodka with 
Narconon employees and staff members in a staff member's apartment at One 
Sovereign Place. 

• After becoming highly intoxicated with Narconon's employees and staff 
members, Patrick left the illegal housing program's premises with two former 
patients of Narconon who had announced their intention to attempt to buy heroin. 
The Narconon employees and staff members were aware that Patrick intended to 
leave these individuals for the purpose of attempting to buy heroin, but failed to 
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intervene to prevent him from doing so. The Narconon employees and staff 
members likewise failed to make any timely report to their superiors or law 
enforcement that Patrick had left the premises. 

• No security and no reasonable or adequate supervision or monitoring to ensure 
that neither Patrick nor any other drug or alcohol-dependant patient would be 
allowed to freely leave the housing program premises at their own discretion for 
the purpose of engaging in on-going abuse of drugs and alcohol was provided by 
or on behalf of Narconon for the benefit and safety of the patients. 

• No security and no reasonable or adequate supervision or monitoring to ensure 
that Narconon's patients would not engage in on-going abuse of drugs and 
alcohol at the housing program premises was provided by or on behalf of 
Narconon for the benefit and safety of the patients. 

• Shortly before 2:00 A.M. on the morning of June 11,2008, emergency medical 
personnel responded to a 911 call placed by two former patients of Narconon 
from a vehicle stopped on the shoulder of 1-285 in DeKalb County. When 
emergency personnel arrived on the scene, they found Patrick in 
cardiopulmonary arrest with no blood pressure or pulse. He was taken to 
Northside Hospital Emergency Department where the emergency physician 
diagnosed Patrick with cardiopulmonary arrest secondary to heroin overdose. 

• Patrick was pronounced dead at 5:15 P.M. on June 11, 2008. 
6. 

Based upon the aforementioned documents and assumed facts, and upon my 
education, training and experience, it is my opinion that Lisa C. Robbins, M.D., in her 
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care and treatment of Patrick W. Desmond failed to exercise the degree of care and skill 
ordinarily exercised by members of the medical profession generally under the same or 
similar circumstances. Specifically, Dr. Robbins, as the medical director of Narconon of 
Georgia, failed to exercise authority and responsibility for the oversight and safety of the 
patients at Narconon. At minimum, the standard of care required that a patient such as 
Patrick be provided with reasonable and adequate supervision by properly qualified and 
trained staff during their drug and alcohol rehabilitation treatment. Although Patrick was 
not enrolled in a licensed residential facility, as required by the Brevard County Drug 
Court, he was nevertheless placed in a housing program setting. Under such 
circumstances, it was medically necessary that reasonable or adequate supervision or 
monitoring be provided to ensure that Patrick and other drug or alcohol-dependant 
patients would not be allowed to freely leave the housing program premises at their own 
discretion for the purpose of engaging in on-going abuse of drugs and alcohol and 
similarly would not be allowed to engage in on-going abuse of drugs and alcohol at the 
housing program premises. As Narconon's medical director, Dr. Robbins had 
responsibility for the failure to provide reasonable or adequate supervision or monitoring 
in the unlicensed housing program setting. 

7. 
It is further my opinion that the said departures from the standard of care, to a 

reasonable degree of medical certainty, caused or contributed to the death of Patrick W. 
Desmond. 

8. 
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I . Current Medical Practice 
• Chair, Adolescent Addiction Treatment, Newport Academy, Corona Del Mar, California 2008-Present 
• Medical Director, Center Point, Inc., San Rafael, California 1993-Present 
• Medical Review Officer - PG&E, San Francisco, California 1990-Present 
« Adjunct Professor, University of California San Francisco 2000-Present 
• Diplomate, American Board of Addiction Medicine 2009-Presect 
• Fellow, American Society of Addiction Medicine 1997-Present 
• Fellow, American Academy of Clinical Toxicology 1987-Present 

n . Education 
• East Bakersfield High School 
• Bakersfield College, AA. 
• University of California, B erkeley, B. A., Zoology 
• University of California, San Francisco, M.S., Pharmacology 
• University of California, San Francisco, M.D., Medicine 
• San Francisco General Hospital, Internship 
• University of California, San Francisco, Post-Doctoral Fellowship, 
• Pharmacology and Toxicology 
• Institute for the Advanced Study of Human Sexuality, Fh.D. coursework 

1964 

1956 
1958 
1960 

1964 
1965 

1965-1967 
1979-1984 

H. Current Medical Practice 
• Chair, Adolescent Addiction Treatment, Newport Academy, Corona Del Mar, California 2008-Present 
• Medical Director, Center Point, Inc., San Rafael, California 1993-Present 
• Medical Review Officer - PG&E, San Francisco, California 1990-Present 
• Adjunct Professor, University of California San Francisco 2000-Present 
• Diplomate, American Board of Addiction Medicine 2009-Present 
• Fellow, American Society of Addiction Medicine 1997-Present 
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• Fellow, American Academy of Clinical Toxicology 1987-Present 

III. Past Medical Practice 
Executive Medical Director, Prometa Center, San Francisco 
Chief of Addiction Medicine, Bayside Marin, Titraron, California 
Medical Director, Haight Ashbury Free Clinics 
Research Director, MPI Treatment Services, Summit Medical Center, 
Oakland, California 
Medical Director, California Collaborative Center for Substance Abuse Policy 
Research, University of California, San Francisco 
Medical Director, California State Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs 
Doping Control Officer, Winter Olympics, Salt Lake City 
Medical Staff, Fresno Community Hospital and Medical Center, 
Community Hospitals of Central California, Fresno, California 
Medical Review Officer - University of California, Berkeley 
Medical Director, Forest Farms Community, Adolescent Drug Treatment 
Program, Forest Knolls, California 
Consultant on Drug Abuse, Gladman Memorial Psychiatric Hospital, 
Oakland, California 
Consultant on Drug Abuse, Marin Alternative Community Therapy, 
San Rafael, California 
Member, U.S. Olympic Team, Doping Control Section 
San Francisco Psychiatric Hospital Courtesy Staff 
Physician, Presbyterian Alcoholic Clinic 
Physician, Contra Costa Alcoholic Clinic 
Director, Alcohol & Drug Abuse Screening Unit, San Francisco General Hospital 

2006-2008 
2006-2008 
1967-2006 
1984-2003 
1998-2007 
1998-2006 
2002 
1993-1995 
1996-2006 
1983-1994 
1981-1986 
1978-1984 
1984 
1973-1977 
1965-1966 
1965-1968 
1965-1972 

IV. Teaching Activities 
1. Adjunct Professor, University of California, San Francisco 
2. Visiting Research Professor, University of California, San Francisco 
3. Associate Clinical Professor of Occupational Health and Clinical Toxicology, 

Department of Occupational Health, University of California, San Francisco 
4. Associate Clinical Professor of Clinical Toxicology, University of California, 

San Francisco 
5. Lecturer in Criminology, University of California, Berkeley 
6. Co-Director, National Training Center for Drag Education, San Francisco, California 
7- Preceptor, Community Medicine Preceptorship Program, University of California, 

San Diego 
8, Faculty Member, National College of Juvenile Justice, University of Nevada, 

Reno, Nevada 
Honorary Lecturer, Department of Medicine, Addiction Research Foundation 
Clinical Institute, Toronto, California 
Visiting Clinical Professor of Behavioral Pharmacology, University of 
Nevada Medical School 

11. Lecturer on Substance Abuse, UC Berkeley-UC San Francisco Joint Medical 
School Program 

12. Guest Lecturer on Substance Use Disorders Assessment & Management of Common 
Psychiatric Symptoms Course, UCSF Department of Community Health Systems 

9. 
10, 

2000-present 
1998-2000 
1986-Present 
1967- Present 
1968- 1969 
1970 
1972-1973 
1971-1976 
1975-1990 
1975-Present 
1980-Presant 

November 1999 
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\  Consultancies 
1. Consultant, Drug Abuse Division of Alcoholism, California Department of 

Public Health 1966-1968 
2. Consultant, Drug Abuse, Veteran's Actoinistration Hospital 1968-Present 
3. Consultant, Student Association for the Study of Hallucinogens 1968-1980 
4. Consultant, National Commission on Venereal Disease 1971-1972 
5, Consultant, President's Special Action Office on Drug Abuse Prevention 1971-1973 
6. Consultant, Committee on Dangerous Drugs, California Medical Association 1970-1973 
7. Consultant on Drug Abuse, United States Air Force 1972-1973 
8. Consultant on Drug Abuse, National Association of Ding Abuse 1972-1984 
9. Consultant on Drug Abuse, SAODAP 1972-1973 
10. Consultant on Drug Abuse, NIMH 1972-1973 
11. Consultant to NIMH - National Clearinghouse on Drug Abuse Information 1972-1974 
12. Consultant to NIMH - NARB Drug Treatment Program 1972-1974 
13. Consultant to Committee on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, 

1973 House of Delegates 1973 
14. Advisory Council, Department of Health, Education & Welfare 1973 
15. Advisory Board to PHARMCHEM Research Foundation 1975-1984 
16. Consultant, Stanford Research Institute on Drug Abuse 1975-1976 
17. Consultant, Alcohol and Drug Abuse, AMA Council on Scientific Affairs 1977 
18. Advisory Committee, San Francisco Health Department, Sexual Trauma Center 1977 
19. Advisory Council on Narcotics and Drug Abuse, Sacramento, California 1979-1980 
20. Advisory Committee on Controlled Substances, Food and Drug Administration, 

Washington, DC 1978-1983 
21. Consultant, Mentimger Clinic, Topeka, Kansas 1983-1995 
22. Consultant, San Francisco General Hospital, Department of Psychiatry 1966-Present 
23. Consultant, Committee on Alcoholism and Other Drug Dependencies, 

California Medical Association 1978-1990 
24. Consultant, American Medical Association Diagnostic and Therapeutic 

Technology Assessment 1982-1985 
25. Consultant and Member Advisory B oard, Marin A C T . 1982-1985 
26. Alternate Delegate to the American Medical Association representing 

the American Medical Society on Alcoholism and Other Drug Dependencies 1989-Present 
27. American Psychiatric Association: Consultant to Substance Abuse Section, 

Work Group to revise DSM-IH 1990 
28. Johnson Institute: Faculty Training Position 1990 
28. Alcohol, Tobacco & Other Drugs Advanced Practice Nursing Subspecialty Program: 

Advisory Cornmittee 1998 
30. United States Olympic Committee National Anti-Doping Program Review 1998 
31. International Society of Addiction Medicine (ISAM) 

Chairman, Health Economics Cornmittee 1999-Present 

VT. Coordinating Agencies 
1. Founder, Former President and Former Coordinating Committee Member, 

National Free Clinic Council 1968-1972 

VS. MembersMps 
1. Member, U.S. Office of Education, Drug Education Project and 

Assistant Director, West Coast Regional Training Center 1970 
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2. Member, Advisory Board of Contemporary Drug Problems 1971 
3. Member, Governor's Task Force on Veteran Drug Addicts 1971 
4. Member, San Francisco Association for Mental Health Professional 

Advisory Committee 19704973 
5. Member, San Francisco Medical Society for Alcoholism and Dangerous 

Drags Committee 
6. Ad Hoc Committee - City College Student Health Services 
7. Member, Scientific Review Boards Methadone Maintenance Program 
8. Member, Pan American Medical Association 
9. Member, Scientific Advisory Cornmittee on Drugs, National Research Council 
10. Member, PAMA Section on Drug Abuse and Narcotic Addiction 
11. Member, PAMA Section on Forensic Medicine 
12. Associate Member, World Medical Association 
13. Member, National Association State Drug Coordinator, 

Drug Abuse Prevention Task Force 1982-1995 
14. Board Member, Westside Community Mental Health Center 1973 
15. Member, Royal Society of Medicine, London, England 1973 
16. Member, Conference Organizing Committee First Annual National 

Drug Abuse Conference, Chicago, Illinois 1974 
17. Board of Directors Community Management Center 1973 
18. Member, Clinical Review Board, National Institute on Drug Abuse 1973-Present 
19. Co-Chainnan, National Free Clinic Council, 

National Free Clinio Physicians Caucus 1974 
20. Member, Board of Directors, Haight Ashbury Switchboard 1974-1975 
21. Member, American College of Emergency Physicians 1972-1995 
21. Member, Advisory Board of the National Drug Abuse Center for Training and 

Resource Development 1975-1995 
22. Member, Professional Advisory Board, "The Door: A Center of Alternatives," 

New York, New York 1974-1985 
24. Member, San Francisco Heart Association 1976-1977 
25. Member, Northwestern Medical Association, Bic. 1974-1990 
26. Member, Board of Advisors, Awareness House, Oakland, California 1977 
27. Member, California PCP Training Project Technical Advisory Group 1978-1979 
28. Member, Physicians for Prevention, White House Office on Drag Control Policy 1995-Present 
29. Member, National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, Inc. 1995-Present 
30. Member, Prescription Drug Research Center, Chicago, Illinois 2004 
31. Member, Independent Advisory Committee ou Prescription Stimulant Abuse 2007-Present 

VII. Societies 
1. Member, San Francisco Medical Society Drug Abuse Committee, 

Physician's Well Being Committee 
2. San Francisco Medical Society Local Health Affairs Committee 
3. San Francisco Medical Society Editorial Board 
4. Member, California Medical Association Drag Abuse Committee, 

Prescription Drug Committee 
5. Member, American Medical Association Drug Abuse Committee 
6. Member, California Society of Addiction Medicine 
7. Member, American Society of Addiction Medicine Board of Directors, 

Special Status Committee, Nomenclature Committee 
8. Member, Board of Medical Quality Assurance, Diversion Liaison Committee 
9. Member, Phi Beta Kappa 
10. Member, Sigma XI 
11. American Public Health Association (Mental Health Section) 

I 
I-: 
I: 

1970- 1985 
1972 
1972 
1972-1995 
1971- 1972 
1972- 1995 
1972-1995 
1972-1995 

1965-Present 
1997-Present 
1999-Present 
1965-Present 
1965-Present 
1972-Present 
1972-Present 
1982-1984 
1960-Present 
1960-Present 
1968-Present 
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12. Charter Member, American Academy of Clinical Toxicology 
13. Charter Member and Chairman, Editorial Committee, California Society for the 

Treatment of Alcoholism and other Drug Dependencies 
14. Member, San Francisco Society Board of Medical Quality Assurance Committee 
15. Member, Western Pharmacology Society 
16. Member, Committee on the Well Being of Physicians, 

California Medical Association 
17. Chairman, Well Being Cornmittee, American Society of Addiction Medicine 
18. Founding Board of Directors, International Society of Addiction Medicine (ISAM) 
19. Chairman, Pain and Addiction Cornmittee, International Society of Addiction 

Medicine 

1968-Present 
1973-Present 

1979 
1970-Present 
1997-Present 
1999 
1999 
2002 

EL Training Activities 
1. Chairperson, National Drug Abuse Conference, San Francisco 1977 
2. National Institute on Drug Abuse Training Advisory Committee 1978-1990 
3. Director, Amphetamine Evaluation and Physician Tratoing Project 1977-1979 
4. Director, PCP Research and Training Project 1978-1980 
5. Co-Director, Impaired Healtli Professional Research and Training 1980-1990 
6. Director, Benzodiazepine Research & Physician Training Project 1980-1985 
7. Co-Director, Drug Abuse and Sexual Dysfunction Research and 

Physician Training Project 1979-1985 
8. Medical Director, Haight Ashbury Training and Education Project 1980-1995 

X. Political and Governmental Positions/Activities 
1. Member, Task Force on Domestic Affairs at the Advisory Council of the Elected 

Officials to the Democratic National Committee: A Study Group in Drug Abuse and 
Alcoholism 1971 

2. Co-Chairman, Northern California Physicians for McGovem for President 1972 
3. Chairman, Northern California Physicians for Carter for President 1975-1976 
4. Health Advisor to President Jimmy Carter 1976 
5. Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Sub-Committee for the Democratic National Platform 1976 
6. Member, Governor's Advisory Panel on Narcotics and Drug Abuse 1977 
7. Consultant, FDA Controlled Substances Advisory tammittee 1978-19 83 
8. Consultant, National Institute of Drug Abuse 1976-1984 
9. Member, Committee on Impaired Health Professionals, California Society 

for the Treatment of Alcoholism and Other Drug Dependencies 1980 
10. Physician's Representative on the California State Controlled Substance 

Prescription Drug Advisory 1993 
XL Honors 

1. Borden Research Award 1964 
2. Research Award 1966 
3. California Junior College Alumnus of the Year 1969 
4. Chancellor's Award for Community Service, University of California, 

San Francisco 1974 
5. 16th Annual San Francisco Examiner "Ten Most Distinguished" Award 1974 
6. American Medical Association Physician's Recognition Award in Continuing Education 1978 
7. Martin Luther King Humanitarian Award, Glide Methodist Church, 

San Francisco, California 1980 
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8. Drug Abuse Treatment Award, California Association State Drug Abuse Coordinators 1983 
9. Drug Abuse Treatment Award, National Association, State Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

Coordinators 1984 
10. Career Achievement Award, National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

Directors (NASADAD) and National Prevention Network 1994 
11. University of California Medal of Honor Recipient 1995 
12. Community Works Award, State of California Drug Policy Office 1996 
13. The Best Doctors in America: Pacific Region 1996-1997 
14. California Medicine Magazine; named one of "California's 100 Most 

Interesting and Influential Health Care Leaders" 1997 
15. California Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors 

(CAADAC) Council of Fellows 1998 
16. Haight Ashbury Free Clinics, Lifetime Achievement Award 1998 
17. Geri Taylor Memorial Award, Northern California Psychiatric Society 1998 
18. TalbottRecovery Campus Award 1999 
19. Governor's Older Worker and Exemplary Employer Recognition Award 2002 

XII. Editorial Positions 
1. Founder and Executive Editor, Journal of Psychoactive Drugs (formerly known as 

Journal of Psychedelic Drugs) 1967-Present 
2. Member, Editorial Board, The Journal, the official publication of the Toronto 

Addiction Research Institute 1974-1993 
3. Member, Editorial Boaxd, Clinical Toxicology 1975-2007 
4. Co-Editor, Addictions Alert Newsletter 1987-2005 
5. Contemporary Drug Problems: A Law Quarterly 
6. Journal ofAmerican College of Emergency Physicians 
7. Editorial Board, Drug Abuse and Drug Education 
8. Editorial Board, Clinical Toxicology 
9. Editorial Advisory Boazd^imerican Journal of Drug and Alcohol Abuse 1973 
10. Advisory Board, The Center for the Study of Non-Medical Drug Use 1976-Present 
11. Advisory Board, Womenln Crisis, Inc., New York 1981-2005 
12. Editorial Advisory Board, Jownal of the American Medical Association 1984-2006 
13. Medical Editor, AlcoholMD.com 2000-Present 
14. Editorial Board, Journal of Addiction Medicine 2002-Present 

XITJ. Research Projects 
1. Assistant Principal Investigator, C.RC. Dug Abuse Social Rehabilitation and Demonstration 

Project Department of Health, Education and Welfare Grant #15-P-55894. Research on 
vocational rehabilitation for drug abusers, including support for psychological services and 
vocational training through Haight Ashbury Free Clinics. National seminar with four-volume 
proceedings funded by President's Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention. 

1972- 1974 
2. Assistant Principal Investigator, West Coast Polydrug Research and Treatment Project 

Investigated patterns of polydrug abuse and provided treatment and teuning for physicians. 
Funded by the President's Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention. 

1973- 1974 
3. Associate Principal Investigator, San Francisco Polydrug Project NIDA grant 

(number unavailable). 
1974- 1977 
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4. Principal Investigator and Director, Amphetaraine Evaluation and Physician Training Project. 
Research on treatment of amphetamine abuse and treatment, including several symposiums and 
national conference with bound proceedings. Funded by Smith Kline & French. 

5. Principal Investigator and Director, PCP Research and Training Project. Research on treatment of 
PCP abuse and training for physicians and law enforcement including national conference. 
Diverse government and private funding sources. 

5. Co-Director, Drug Abuse and Sexual Dysfunction Research and Physician Training Project. 
Presented national conference and proceedings. Various funding sources. 

6. Co-Principal Investigator and Director, Benzodiazepine Research and Physician Training Project. 
Developed international physician clinical research network on effects of benzodiazepines at 
clinical and non-clinical dosages. Resulted in international conference, numerous articles, books 
and proceedings. Currently used benzodiazepine withdrawal protocol is named the Smith & 
Wesson Protocol. Funded by Hoffinann LaRoche, Nutley, NJ. 

7. Director, Impaired Health Professional Research and Training. Ongoing clinical research on the 
treatment of addicted physicians and other health professionals leading to development of 
diversion and treatment programs for physicians, nurses, and other health professionals. Variable 
private mnding. 

8. Co-Principal Investigator, A controlled study of naltrexone maintenance. 
NJDAResearch Grant #R01 DA03516. 

9. Principal Investigator, A controlled study of L-tryptophan in cocaine withdrawal. 
MDA Research Grant#R01 DA04182. 

10. Co-Principal Investigator, A double-blind multi center trial of gepirone and placebo in the 
treatment of cocaine dependence. Collaborative site study funded by Bristol-Myers Squibb. 

11. Co-Principal Investigator, A controlled study of naltrexone induction with clonidine. NJDA 
Research Grant #R01 DA06038. 

11. Co-Principal Investigator, An open usage study of Trexan as adjunctive treatment with psycho 
social therapy tor individuals with alcoholism. Collaborative site study funded by DuPont Merck. 

12. Co-Principal Investigator, An observational study on the clinical management of patients treated 
with naltrexone (ReVia TM ) for alcohol dependence. Collaborative site study funded by DuPont 
Merck. 

13. Co-Principal Investigator, Reducing cocaine relapse with naltrexone, a placebo-controlled, 
double-blind, randomized cluneal trial to test the efficacy of naltrexone for reducing relapse 
among cocaine abusers who drink alcohol. NIDA Research Grant #R01 DA08871. 

14. Consultant, Abuse of Rohypnol in Austin and South Texas, a field work and qualitative data 
analysis of the phenomenon and scope of Rohypnol abuse in the southern and border areas of 
Texas. Funded by Hoffmann-LaRoche, 

15. Principal Investigator, Fenflmamine/dexfenfluramine use partem surveillance program. 
Monitored for development of abuse of fenfluramine or dexfenflmamine. Funded by Wyeth 
Ayerst 
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1977- 1979 

1978- 1980 

1979- 1985 

1980- 1985 

1980-2006 

1985-1989 

1987-1991 

1990-1991 

1990-1994 

1993-1995 

1995-1996 

1995- 1998 

1996- 1997 

1996-1998 
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16. Consultant, Tyrosine for memamphetamine dependence, a placeho-controlled, double-blind, 
randomized clinical trial to test the efficacy of tyrosine as an adjunct to psycho social treatment in 
abstmence initiation in methamphetamine abusers. NIDA Research Grant No.ROl DA10739. 

1996- 1999 
17. Co-Principal Investigator, Acamprosate in-patients with alcohol dependence, a double-blind 

controlled safety and efficacy study at two active dosage levels. Collaborative site study funded 
by Lipha Pharmaceuticals. 

1997- 1998 
18. Consultant, Rohypnol abuse in Florida, a field work and qualitative data analysis of the 

phenomenon and scope of Rohypnol abuse in Florida. Funded by Hoffinann-LaRoche. 
1997- 1998 

19. Co-Principal Investigator, A long-term safety study of SCH 39166 in the treatment of cocaine 
dependence. Collaborative site study funded by Schering-Plough Research Institute. 

1998 
20. Consultant, Emerging drugs of abuse in California, a field work and qualitative data analysis 

project to investigate new drug abuse patterns in California. Funded by Hoffinann-LaRoche. 
1998- 1999 

21. Principal Investigator and Medical Director, California State Department of Alcohol and Drag 
Programs Contract No. 99-00205. Administered through Institute on Health and Aging, UCSF. 

1998-2006 
22. Co-Investigator, Modafinil use partem surveillance program. Monitoring for possible development of abuse or 

misuse of Modafinil (Provigil TM). Funded by Cephalon, Inc. 
1998-2001 

23. Consultant, Methamphetamine dependence and the risk of HIV infection, a longitudinal study of 
in-treatment and out-of-treatment methamphetamine users in San Francisco and Sacramento to 
examine HTv* seroprevalence, seroincidence, risks behaviors, and their antecedents. NJDA 
Research Grant No. R01DA10641. 

1998- 2002 
24. Principal Investigator, Technical Assistance-Prevention Outcomes and Measures. California 

State Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs Contract No. 98-00253. Administered through 
Institute for Health and Aging, UCSF. 

1999- 2001 
25. Principal Investigator, Adolescent Services, California Alcohol and Drug Programs Contract. 

Administered though Institute for Health and Aging, UCSF. 
2000- 2003 

26. Principal Investigator, County Profiles, California Alcohol and Drug Programs Contract 
Administered through Institute on Health and Aging, UCSF. 

2000-2003 
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